Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at each pair of related words and circle the base word in each pair.

1. suffice sufficient
2. mandatory mandate
3. comedy comedian
4. laborious labor

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read each sentence and circle the word with the correct meaning, spelling, and usage to fit the blank.

5. An apple should be a ___________ afternoon snack.
   sufficient  suffice  sufficient

6. The television ___________ of the play won many awards.
   produce  production  producetion

7. The coral reef is a ___________ for many beautiful fish.
   habbitat  habitat  habitation

8. A famous ___________ is coming to our town next week for a special performance.
   comedian  comedy  commedian

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)**

Word Study & Vocabulary 3: Unit 22: Vowel alternations long, short, and schwa
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